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Modern Plastics defines blow moulding as a method of fabrication in which a 

hollow tube  (parison)   is forced into the  shape  of an enclosing mould cavity by 

internal pressure (usually air). 

This technique is by no means a recent development as glass blowing has boon 

known for 2,000 yaars.    The  first plastics blow moulding item was introduoed in 1943¡ 

bottles for water purification tableo (u.b.  Army Medical Corps.)  in polystyrene. 

Ever since the introduction of HDFE in the late  1950's, the plastics blow moulding 

industry growth has been explosive.    Major reasons for this growth have been new 

technical àdvanccu in production techniques,  more sophisticated blow moulding 

machinery and auxiliary equipment developments,  resin formulation improvements and, 

of course,  lower plastic resin prices.    As a result, many old markets have been 

expanded and new once created. 

§y  1971,  the world plastics consumption for blow moulding was approximately 

1.r) million tons.    It  is expected to triple over the next  10 years. 

1/    The view and opinions  expressed in this paper are those of the author 
and do not necessarily  reflect the views of the secretariat of UNIDO. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. Modern Plastics defines blow molding as a method of fabrication 

in which a hollow tube (pa ris on) is forced into the shape of an enclosing 

mold cavity by internal pressure (usually air). 

2, This technique is by no means a recent development as it was 

u»ed by the ancient glass blowers who used to sit in market places making 

bottles and ether hollow items for sale to passersby. 

S. Since the time of primitive glass blowing, the technique of blow 

molding has progressed considerably from "tee art" of glass blowing to 

the highly complex science of blow molding of plastics materials. 

4. The proceeding definition of blow molding is, as are most definitions, 

much over-simplified.   There are uncountable independent and dependent 

variables which affect tee blow molding process of today.   To effectively 

and efficiently operate a blow molding operation, one must have a good 

understanding of all these variables and tee effect they have on the total 

operation, 

5. Unfortunately, teere is certainly not time here today to discuss all 

of these details in depth.   I will attempt to cover, in as much detail as 

possible, tee following topics: 
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Why Blow Molding9 

The Blow Molding Process 

Blow Molding Equipment Type« 

Blow Molding Materials Choice 

New Application« 

WHY BLOW MQLPING? 

S, Someone contemplating entering the plastics fabrication business 

migtit ask himself this question. 

Î. The answers, versatility, economies, present demand for Wow 

molded articles and, of course, future prospects in Wow molding; they 

are all favorable. 

8. Versatility 

There is virtually no hollow shape that cannot be blow molded ? 

The shape can be round, square, flat, necked, short and fat, tall and thin, 

etc.   The only limitation is the cleverness of the mold maker. 

9. As far as size is concerned, the sky is the limit in both directions; 

presently containers are being blow molded from less than on« IT Militer to 

about 2000 liters.   The upper limit on size is only an equipment limitation. 

10. From a material standpoint, virtually any plastic material that can 

be melted and made to flow can be blow molded.   Some of the meteríais 
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»** i. reared to give you a highly prative operation; and becauee 
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TABLE II 

ITEMS PACKAGED IN BLOW MOLDED CONTAINERS 

-  FOODS 

- MILK 

- HONEY 

- MUSTARD 

- KETCHUP 

- EDIBLE OIL 

- SALAD DRESSINGS 

- FRUIT JUICE 

ETC., ETC., ETC. 

- TOILETRIES AND COSMETICS 

- SHAMPOO 

. DEODORANT 

- SUH TAN LOTION 

- PERFUME 

- iABV POWOI» 

WSPMT* •i|Miifuw< i!"WV* bit«,    EiiVi ,    EiH-» 

• PHARMACEUTICALS 

- MEDICINE 

• MOUTH WASH 

• ALCOHOL 

- LAXÏTÏVES 
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TABLE II - Cont'd 

- HOUSEHOLD CHEMICALS 

- BLEACH 

- DETERGENT 

- FABRIC SOFTENER 

- SHOE POLISH 

- GLUE 

- SWIMMING POOL CHEMICA LS 

ETC., ETC., ETC. 

- INDUSTRIAL CONTAINERS 

- ACIDS 

- PAINTS 

- MOTOR OIL 

- PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS 

- SOLVENTS 

ETC.,  ETC., ETC. 

•MISC. 

. AEROSOL BOTTLES 

- SQUEEZE BOTTLES 

- TOYS 
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TABLE III 

NON-PACKAGING BLOW MOLDING APPLICATIONS 

- AUTOMOTIVE HEATER DUCTS 

- AUTOMOTIVE GASOLINE TANKS 

- LUGGAGE, SUITCASES,  BRIEFCASES 

- BEVERAGE CRATES 

- FURNITURE 

- FUEL OIL TANKS 

- WATER STORAGE TANKS 

- FLEXIBLE CONNECTOR TUBES 

- DYNAMITE TUBES 

ETC.,  ETC.,  ETC. 
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of low mold costs, you can have an array of different size and shape blow 

molded items, without prohibitive investment.    This,  for instance,  would 

be impossible in injection molding where mold costs can be as high as 

$80-90, 000.    Also,  with blow molding production, costs are lower than 

with other fabrication techniques as minimal secondary operations are 

required.   As a matter of fact,  if the mold and part are properly designed, 

there may be no secondary operation required at all.    Operations as trimm- 

ing, degating, deflashing,  drUling tabs, etc., require extra hands and this 

adds to expense. 

16. Thus, if you we* e to blow and injection mold the same article, the 

production cost, exclusive of the material cost, would be less for the blow 

molded article.   The only other possibility Is rotational casting and for 

items less than 50 liters.    The long cycle times almost completely remove 

this process from consideration. 

17. The present demand for blow molded items is obvious, but what 

about the future?   Often the past sheds light on the future.    In less than 

30 years, the worldwide consumption of plastics for blow molded items 

has gone from 0 to 1.3 million tons per year (see Table IV) and this rate 

is not expected to plow down in the foreseeable future. 
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TABLE IV 

PLASTIC BLOW MOLDING HISTORY 

1930 -   NOTHING 

1943 -   FIRST BLOW MOLDED ITEMS - BOTTLES 

FOR WATER PURIFICATION TABLETS 

(ARMY MEDICAL CORPS) - STYRENE 

1945 - CHRISTMAS TREE DECORATIONS 

ACETATE - STYRENE 

1945 -  LOW DENSITY - ACID CONTAINERS 
(LATE) 

TOILET TANK FLOATS 

1948 -  THE FIHST LOW DENSITY SQUEEZE BOTTLE 

STOPETTE DEODORANT 

TOTAL MARKET FOR BLOW MOLDING 

MAXIMUM 500 TONS 

1972 -  1.S MILLION TONS PLASTICS FOR BLOW 

MOLDING 
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18. The Latin American blow molding industry is estimated to consume 

T?,, 000 tons plastics in 1972, which is less than 2% of the mentioned 1.3 

million tons world total.    Due to the rapid industrialization of the Latin 

American countries, we expect to see the Latin American share increased 

to 4. 5% of the world total by 1990 as shown in Figure 1. 

19. With increased use of blow molded containers for food stuff,  industrial 

applications, automotive, household and personal items, we can see nothing 

but an increased growth rate and demand for blow molded items. 

20. Now that we have decided that blow molding is a processing technique 

that is versatile,  profitable and has a tremendous future, let us return to 

the process. 

4LOW MOLDING PROCESS 

21. Blow molding is a method of fabrication.   As already mentioned, 

th<s definition is an over-simplifie at ion of a relatively complicated process- 

ing technique.    Unfortunately, these hollow plastic tubes do not just appear 

out of the sky in a melted state, insert themselves in the molds and blow 

themselves up.   They must be produced, placed between the molds and 

blown up - thus, the blow molding process and blow molding machine, 

22. The blow molding process can be conveniently broken down into 

three major areas plus post molding finishing, if necessary. 
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23. As time is limited,   I will discuss only the most basic principles 

of each step.   Hopefully, t.iis will give you a feel for each step in the blow 

molding process and for the interaction between the steps. 

24. In the blow molding process, the prime objective is to present a 

tube of molten plastic of the proper consistency in the molds, close the 

molds, blow the tube into the shape of the molds and then remove the 

bottle. 

25. The first step to this end is the extrusion or melting of the plastic 

material. 

Extrusion 

2«. Figure 2 shows a sketch of an extruder barrel and screw.    The 

primary function as you are probably well aware is to take the cold pellet 

feed, compress and melt it into a physically and thermally homogeneous 

melt and force it through a die.   The extruder is commonly made up of 

three sections, Feed Zone, Transition Zone and Metering Zone (see Figure 

2),   The exact length of each of these zones and their relative depth is 

primarily dependent upon the n* terial being extruded - but, that is m com- 

plete topic in itself. 

27. Each zone of the extruder has Its own specific function. 

aal^_l_-^^^^^MMaaMIMM^MIH««MMMMMa*MIBS«SflMí4l 
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28. The main function of the feed zone is to move the pellets forward 

and compact them - it is important that   minimal melting takes place here 

as the interstitial air must have an escape route - if melting occurs too 

soon, air will be entrapped and will be conveyed all the way through the 

extruder and out of the die resulting in bubbles in the parison. 

29. Only in the last few slights of the feed zone should melting start 

to occur, 

30. The transition zone is the real work area.   This is where the material 

Is severely compressed, churned and melted.   Any remaining air is driven 

out here. 

31. The melted material Is then conveyed to the metering zone which is 

very shallow.   Here, it is smeared between the screw root and the barrel 

surface.   Because the material film is very thin, thermal equilibrium is 

reached rapidly - thermal consistency of the melt is essential to successful 

blow molding. 

32. The metering zone also acts as a pump to force the melt at a 

uniform rate to the die. 

The Pit 

33. The purpose of the die is to form the parison.   It receives the melt 

from the extruder and is designed so that molten plastic will flow around 

the die pin and form a tube (parison) when it emerges from the die. 
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34. These are diagram» of a oupl* of tvpie...   <.,- .i.-mgm,,   I > » tm 

vergent and 2) divergent (large bottles). 

35. The size of the die, the angle« of convergerle,« <»r «livrrgen«-,-.  th« 

land length, material of construction,  surface fini»h, He. ,  art- all 

dependent on the material being molded, the design of th» container ;«n<l 

th« machine type.    Die design ii, again, an extremely important but com- 

plicated subject which could be the topic for a week»« worth of di»•««ion. 

» will have to suffice to say here that the die has formed, hopefully, a 

decent parison which is now ready to be blown irto a bottle.   Th»» abov, 

description is over-Fimpiified as there are many phenomena which occur 

affecting the parison after it emerges from the die, but before the mold« 

close and it is blown, that make this part of the process quite complex. 

Factors such as swell, draw down and snap back vary from polymer typt* to 

polymer type and also vary within each polymer type depending on the flow 

characteristics and molecular structure of the particular grade. 

St. The next ami final major step is blowing th«  bottle into the moM to 

form the final shape. 

37. The mold close« on th- parison, closing off one end and air to 

introduced usually through the mandril or pin, thus inflating the molten 
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plastic tube against the mold «urface    This part erf the process is highly 

critical »« the molti denigri and mold modifications can severely affect 

juirt how the molten material flit« the mold.   This, in turn;  will have a 

great deal of affect on the final properties of the Wow molded article. 

1'^rt Mold Finishing 

M. This operation may or may not b« required depending on the machine 

and mold design,   tt i* usually a relatively simple mechanical operation 

whirr Tail" or neck flash is removed.   Regardless how simple it is, 

it ia usually the i»«** «•• *•«*•• •*«• in m% whoto opB ^'tio,l mnd l§ th* 

aource of more lost production mm ail the other problem« aoéed together. 

H to net how many bottle* are proved, it to how many gut «it the back 

«I« r «tat counts - moneywiae.   A bottle lost is a bottle lost whether the 

good fairy steals it or the trimmer erunche* it. 

It. Thus» the bio* moving procesa consists of four essential part«: 

A. Melting the plastic 

B. Forming the par toon 

C. Blowing the botti« 

O»      Part moid ftatohim <tf weeasaaryi 

Every blow molding machine mm* have A, » ami C. 
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FIGURE 4 
CONTINOUS   EXTRUSION 
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BLOW MOLDING EQUIPMENT TYPES 

40. From this basic schematic, a wide variety of blow molding equip- 

ment has evolved.   Each was developed with a specific purpose in mind, 

some were developed to produce specialized items, some were developed 

for specific materials. I 

41. We will basically describe each type and give an indication of the 

polymers that can be used on them and the items they are best suited to 

produce.   We have purposely avoided discussing injection blow molding, 

as a separate paper on this subject will be delivered by a machine manufacturer 

during the Symposium. 

42. Blow molding equipment can be classified by two methods: 

A. Method of parison extrusion 

B. Mold action 

43. Although any combination of A and B is possible, continuous 

extrusion is almost always used in conjunction with:   (See Figure 4) 

A. Vertical wheel 

B. Horizontal wheel 

C. Vertical, horizontal or diagonal moving molds 

D. Parison transfer 

where the accumulation and reciprocating screw use the single or double 

platten open-shut type mold arrangement. 
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TABLE V 

CONTINUOUS EXTRUSION 

ADVANTAGES 

- CAN BE USED FOR ALL MATERIALS 

- CONTINUOUS STEADY STATE FLOW OF MATERIAL 

- SLOW MATERIAL FLOW RATE - NO FLOW INSTABILITY 

PROBLEMS - MELT FRACTURE 

- FEW SWELL PROBLEMS - CONSTANT PARISON 

WALL THICKNESS AND DIAMETER 

- RAPID PRODUCTION - ESPECIALLY WHEEL 

- EASILY PROGHAMMED 

DISADVANTAGES 

- WHEEL TYPE 

1) MULTIPLE MOLDS <2-i5) - HIGH COST 

2) COMPLEX HYDRAULIC CONNECTION 

3) LARGE AMOUNT OF SCRAP - VERTICAL 

4) LIMITED PART SIZE - 4 LITRE 

5) HIGH SAG OR DRAW DOWN 

8)      TEMPERATURE VARIATION ALONG PARISON 
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TABLE V - Cont'd 

DISADVANTAGES - Cont'd 

-  MOVING MOLD - PARISON TRANSFER 

1) LIMITED PART SIZE 4 LITRE 

2) SLOWER PRODUCTION RATE 

3) HIGH SAG OR DRAW DOWN 

4) TEMPERATURE VARIATION ALONG PARISON 

1 

*** •tt 
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TABLE VI 

INTERMITTENT EXTRUSION 

ADVANTAGES 

ACCUMULATOR 

1) VERY HIGH PRODUCTION RATES 

2) UNLIMITED PART SIZE 

3) RAPID PARISON EXTRUSION 

4) MINIMUM TEMPERATURE VARIATION ALONG PARISON 

5) LOW SAG 

6) MINIMIZES MOLD OPEN TIME 

7) CONTINUOUS EXTRUSION TO ACCUMULATOR 

RECIPROCATING SCREW 

SAME AS ACCUMULATOR EXCEPT FOR 2 

DISADVANTAGES 

1) CANNOT BE USED V«TH PLASTICS SENSITIVE TO 

THERMOL DEGRADATIONS (PVC) 

2) DIFFICULT TO PROGRAM BECAUSE OF RAPID 

EXTRUSION RATE 

3) OFTEN MELT INSTABILITY PROBLEMS 

4) CAN CAUSE SWELL PROBLEMS 
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44. The continuous extrusion blow molding offers some advantages and 

some disadvantages.    The Primary advantage is that it can be used for all 

materials,  PE to PVC.    Thus, from a material standpoint, it is quite 

versatile. 

45. Its' primary disadvantage is the limited container size and weight. 

This is due to the slow rate of extrusion and excessive draw down of the 

parison. 

46. Other advantages and disadvantages are shown in Table V. 

47. The intermittent extrusion machines (Figure 5) offer foe advantage 

of larger parts, especially the accumulator machine because of the relatively 

fast parison drop.   Also, because of this rapid drop, very high production 

rates are possible.   Advantages and disadvantages of intermittent extrusion 

are listed in Table VI. 

48. The primary disadvantage is their limited versatility from a material 

standpoint.   If a material is sensitive to thermal degradation, the intermittent 

extrusion machine cannot be used, as storage for long periods of time at 

elevated temperatures can cause even explosive decomposition. 

49. The moral of the story is, if you want a machine that is 100% versatile 

for smaller parts, continuous extrusion.   If you want higher production rates 

or larger parts - intermittent extrusion - but don't try PVC. 

à 
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TABLE Vili 

SHARE OF BLOW MOLDING MARKET (APPROXIMATE) 

POLYETHYLENE 

POLY VINYL CHLORIDE 

POLY PROPYLENE 

OTHERS: 

POLY STYRENE 

POLY AC ETAL 

POLY CARBONATE 

ITC. 

7T% 

13% 

4% 

8% 
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50. Tabi«- VII gives you an idea of the common products produced on 

the variou* typos of equipment. 

Í 
BLOW MOLDING MATERIAL CHOICK I 

51. As already ment ion« Mí,  nearly any plastic material that can be ( 
i 

melted and made to flow,  can be blow molded.   Therefore, you may be Î 
i 
§ 

confronted with making a choice of materials when considering producing J 

a particular blow molded item.    First, you can narrow the field by ruling j 

out materials that will not do the job.    Often many materials do not have the j 

required chemical resistance,  for example, one could not package acetone j 
i 

in polystyrene. 

52. Of the remaining materials,  many can probably be eliminated on I 

I 
the basis of physical properties. f 

I 
53. Specific thermal properties may be required,  as well as barrie. | 

properties and optical properties. f 

54. Once the field is narrowed to materials that will do the job satis- § 
Í 
t 

factorily, the next consideration is, of course, economics and which material 

will do the job at the low est possible cost. 



ì   . 
55. Here,   one must cart-fully «tudy the econ„M,j,-    „f IM, h ,,, ,, 

It is of no advantage to use a material that ront^ half a* ,m,,|,  ,f w„ -,.,f-t 

produce a part of three timos the  weight to produce , part thai u.li .„ 

acceptable.    On tin- other hand,  don't overdeshjn ft on, , ..,.,,,.,.,„, M ,„.,. 

point at extra cost - you gain no advantage. 

56. ,     The material you choose will usually affect your ; roduetion ,..,«!. 

cycle time and production efficiency. 

57. Choose the easiest material to work with,   if poBB.ble . „ne th.it von 

have used with success before. 

58. Be sure the material is compatible with your operaio«.    By ti»IH, 

I mean be sure your equipment is capable of running the material efficient^ 

and that cross contamination with products you are already u«i„K «ili not 

be a problem. 

59. As you can see,  material choice can be a complex problem. 

60. Generally, however, there will be one or two very sp^ifie r^um - 

ments that will 1. ad you directly to one material.    If not, chain-.-« un.. ,4bout 

»0% that polyethylene will be your best choice. 

61. Table VIII shows the approximate relative amounts of each plant 

used for blow molding today. 

Ut; 
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62. High Density l^iyethylene is, by far, the most widely used for 

several reasons.   High Density Polyethylene has the best balance of 

properties, proeessability and economics of all blow molding materials. 

Chemically, it is nearly inert. 

63. Physical properties such as tensile impact, elongation, stiffness, 

brittlencNS, et". . show a better average balance than any other single 

plantic.   Thermal properties are good. 

84. HOPE *s the easiest plastic to blow mold and it can be blow molded 

on any equipment from the most ancient to the most sophisticated. 

85. Il rumi at high rates and the raw material cost is relatively low 

compared to other materials. 

66, In addition, HOPE is available in a large variety of grades which 

car» hm tailored to give the optimum balance of properties for a specific 

application. 

87. Thus, for general blow molding, HOPE offers the best overall 

balance of properties, processability, economics and versatility. 

NEW APPUCATlOm 

68. The aise a *d nature of the Mow molding market varies very much 

from country to country.   As an example, Table IX shows the current eon- 

sumption per capita of high denaity polyethylene blow molded containers« 

by country. 
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Large Containers 

HPPE CONSUMPTION - GRAMS/r A ITPA 

V$à      JAPAN      W. GER.       SCAN      MKX,     CZECH 

136 38 

Household Chemicals 1180 453 

Food Containers 535 27 

396 

790 

40 

320 20 

380 74 

30 

64 

50 

The blow molding machine manufacturers have played a major role in 

developing new markets in close cooperation with the plastics producers. 

For example, because of certain machine developments, ultra large 

containers in high density polyethylene, used for fuel tanks up to 2000 

liters, can now be made.   In West Germany, for example, the yearly 

production of such large containers account for approximately 24, 000 tons 

HDPE.   In the automobile industry, usage of fuel tanks will increase 

dramatically within a few years.   Tanks made out of HDPE are approxinm tely 

50% lighter than those fabricated from metal and the production process 

is much simpler and cheaper.   The important criterion is that the installa- 

tion must not take up more of the luggage space in the car which has, up 

until now, been a favored alte for the fuel tank. 

§». The food container market is rapidly growing all over the world. 

Some of the products packaged in Mow molded food container* are milk. 
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fruit juices,  edible oil and drinking water. 

70. The plastic dairy bottle is currently the consumer of o/er 100,000 

tons/year of HDPE in the U. S.    More than one billion plastic dairy con- 

tainers/year are used primarily for milk and for juices. 

71. The degree of adoption so far in different parts of the world varies 

quite widely due to economic and sociological reasons. 

72. The trend is, however, very clear; the switch from traditional 

glass and paper based laminates to plastics containers is just a matter 

of time. 

73. In "Paper Poor" countries, such as U. K. , France, Greece and 

Japan, for example, the plastic milk bottle is conquering the market 

rapidly.    In france,  30% of all liquid milk goes into HOPE bottles. 

74. Sweden and Finland are two countries which have completely 

abandoned the use of glass bottles for milk distribution because of the 

enormous amount of polluted water produced during washing.    They switched 

to carton packaging but, although these two countries are "Paper Rich", the 

trend is now plastic bottles.   Cartons have to be made from wood, and the 

world consumption of paper and carton is so large the price increases 

are unavoidable in the future. 
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7 5. As far as the food container market in Latin America is concerned, 

the switch from glass and paper has just begun.   As an example of the 

potential market, we can mention Venezuela where over 2, 000 tons/year 

of HDPE will be used for milk and juice packaging within a few years. 

A 16MM film produced by Celanese Plastics Company on HDPE milk 

bottles will be shown during the presentation of this paper. 

76. New blow molding machines capable of high speed production with 

close parison controls are responsible for the rebirth of the plastics aerosol 

container market.   Celcon® acetal copolymer made by Celanese Plastics 

Company and distributed outside the U. S.  by Amcel Company, Inc.. and 

in Latin America, by Pan-Amcel Company, Inc., is the most promising 

thermoplastic resin candidate for this market*.   The design inflexibility 

inherent in metai, glass and aluminum have limited the size and shape of 

aerosol packages.   With the introduction of Celcon, new design flexibility 

becomes possible, new aesthetics, new valving systems, improved safety. 

Celcon can be processed easily into a wide variety of sizes and shapes with 

Registered Trademark 

•Celcon is an engineering thermoplastic with high mechanical strength, 

and with excellent chemical, creep and permeation resistance. 
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molded-in color.   Unlike metal or glass containers which can explode 

when heated, properly designed and molded Celcon aerosols soften, 

expand, pinhole and thus, release the pressures safely. 

77. The blow molded Celcon aerosol container has a bright future 

in Latin American countries.   Those who are familiar with this industry, 

know that the Latin American countries have two major problems in 

common in the aerosol industry, namely, poor container quality and the 

high cost of metal and vinyl coated glass containers.   By using Celcon, 

the quality problem can be eliminated.   As far as economics are concerned, 

Celcon can today successfully compete with aluminum up to 6 oz. containers 

in the U. S.   However, as metal prices are bound to increase, Celcon will 

soon be competitive in the larger size containers.   Compared to the U. S., 

the container size distribution in most Latin American countries differs 

considerably inasmuch as the smaller containers are the most popular. 

78. The total Latin American aerosol market is estimated to be 200 

million containers/year and is growing at an average rate of 30%/year, 

which gives you an idea about the potential business that can be done in 

blow molded plastic containers. 
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Conclusion 

79. To summarize,  we have discussed the advantages of blow molding, 

the basic equipment involved, and the advantages and the advantages and 

disadvantages of various types of equipment, the different materials that 

can be blow molded, the basic requirements for selecting a material for 

a specific application.    We have also discussed the future aspects of blow 

molding and some of the new applications that can be blow molded. 

80. Obviously, we touched only lightly on each topic and many were 

left out - such topics as machine choice, die design, mold design, plant 

layout, etc., are topics which are extremely complicated and are different 

for each case. 
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